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“A king!” my little readers will say immediately.

Operations Director Norrel T. Pugay

No, children, you are mistaken. Once upon a time there was a
piece of wood.

Editorial Director Leah Steward

— C. Collodi
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hus begins the tale of a little marionette carved by the
carpenter Gepetto. It is a tale of hopes and dreams, mischief
and lies, adventure and lessons learned by a wooden puppet who
longs to run free of his strings and become a real boy.
It is a dream that has long eluded our technological world, and
one that is now ready to spring fully realized into the mainstream. Wires, my friend, are going the way of the dodo bird.
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Reviews Editor Charles Carr
Contributing Editors James Alguire
Frank Araullo
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The young are oblivious to the privilege of unencumbered computing, but any of us who spent the bulk of our lives tethered to our
telephones, computers, TVs, and radios can attest to the joy of a
wireless world.

Kirk Kirksey

Those of us old enough to remember spinning the handsets on
our phones to uncoil the cord so that we could stretch that extra
two feet to reach the fridge can truly appreciate the freedom of a
wireless phone. Our children remain happily oblivious to this
marvel, as they port the phone from room to room, yard to yard,
forgetting entirely that it must at some point be returned to its
base station for refueling. (Thus the need for the Pager button.)

Senior Account Executive Elvira Harres
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Account Executive Grace Tec
Art Director Eeka Cano
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But minor inconveniences aside, wireless rocks!
Webmaster Matt Salvotti

Take aesthetics, for example. Throughout the entire history of
wire, no one has managed to come up with a single eye-pleasing
design. There is no color, no texture, no pattern that will make
that mass of wire behind the entertainment center beautiful. The
best we have managed is to invent ways to hide it. But even those
methods leave behind some large “thing” that we must try to
disguise using fake flowers or spray paint.
Wireless, on the other hand, requires no disguise. It mingles
with every décor, clashes with none, and never, ever, collects
dust bunnies.
And wireless makes you look cool. Whip out your laptop in a
coffee shop to check your Internet stock portfolio, or play a
massively multiplayer game while sitting on the boardwalk, and
you’ll see what I mean. Instant status boost; instant ego boost.
Until, that is, you lose the connection with your wireless hot spot.
Then, of course, you look really silly as you wander here and
there in your swim trunks trying to find a new hot spot so you
can reconnect. Only the truly cool can manage this with style.
OK, so there are a few kinks to be worked out, but I think
Pinocchio would be pleased with our progress.
Now that wireless is a rising star, I wonder what we should wish
for next. . . .
Leah Steward, Editorial Director
edletters@computoredge.com
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More Appropriate
Solution
■ [In the August 29 issue,
Hugh Zeiner] asked
whether an upgrade to the
latest version of Internet
Explorer for Mac OS 9
would cover the problem
mentioned in the July 1
Edgeword [regarding the
MHTMLRedir.Exploit Trojan horse], or whether the
[MS04-013] patch would
be applicable to his system,
since Macs are relatively
unbothered by viruses.
The editor replied that
an upgrade would, indeed,
solve the problem, but that
a Macintosh version was
not mentioned at Microsoft’s Web site, so the
threat might apply only to
the Windows version.
Microsoft terminated
development of IE for the
Macintosh more than two
years ago. (See http://news

.com.com/Microsoft+to+
abandon+standalone+IE/
2100-1032_3-1011859
.html?tag=nl.)
Instead of patching this
notoriously vulnerable and
buggy Web browser, a far
better strategy would be to
switch to a browser that
still is actively being developed for Mac OS 9 and
supports newly implemented features in Web pages.
The only such browser, to
my knowledge, is iCab
(ftp://ftp.tu-clausthal.de/
pub/Mac/iCab/iCab30
Beta280_PPC_E.sit).
All other Web browsers
under current development
run only under Mac OS X.
Hope this helps!

August 19 Back to Basics,
“Google Desktop Search’s
Terms and Conditions:
Just So You Know.”]
If I delete the Google
[Desktop Search] program, will the reporting
function continue? Can

Barry Fass-Holmes

■ As far as I know,
Google Desktop Search’s
reporting function will
continue. (Please note:
Google has never
responded to my request
for the exact information

Google
Desktop Search
■ [This question is in
regard to Kirk Kirksey’s

the reporting function be
defeated? Are there other
search programs that
don’t report back?
Proudly Paranoid

its software retrieves
from users’ desktops.)
As of this writing, you
can turn off Retrieval of
User Data by disabling
the Advanced Features of
Google Desktop Search.
This, however, also prevents use of the product’s
most valuable features.
In addition, the Terms
and Conditions states
that Google can change
the operation of how
Desktop Search works
without notification.
As to your third question, I don’t know of other
free products that actively
gather and transmit
information from your
desktop. With persistent
Internet connections like
DSL and cable modems,
this type of invisible data
gathering is very easy
to implement.
❏

—Kirk Kirksey
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(reasonably priced, as I
am a college student) that
would solve my dilemma?
Also, in terms of hardware, what makes one
personal firewall device
better than another? I
don’t have a whole network of computers, just
my single laptop that has
my life on it.
Rob Walsh

DIGITAL

DAVE
Dear Digital Dave,
I have been behind a
very secure firewall for the
past few years. However, I
just recently moved out and
am on my own. I am curious as to what you would
suggest for a firewall.
I have Windows Firewall running, but I am not
quick to accept that as a
stand-alone solution. I’ve
heard of Zone Alarm, but
again, I’m not sure how
good it actually works.
Is there any great freeware you recommend? Is
there some good hardware

Dear Rob,
I favor a layered
defense. No firewall can
be perfect, so having more
than one perimeter can
help. Besides, any security
implemented by Microsoft
will be the first to be
breached by the hackers,
just because they hate
Microsoft so much.
To create another
bump in the road on the
way to your computer,
you can use a broadband
router with built-in firewall features. This way,
you can stop the invaders
before they even get near
your trusty PC.
You can pick up one of
these devices for about the
same price as Zone Alarm.
A bonus of this approach is
that, if friends come over
to hang out, they can jack

Digital Dave’s Tip
I

’m tired of tripping over the network cable that runs
from the broadband router on my desk over to my
wife’s desk on the other side of the room. Sure, I could
spend a day poking holes in the walls and crawling
around in the attic, pulling a network cable over to her
side of the room.
An easier way to connect her computer is an 802.11
wireless adapter, referred to in the marketing literature
as Wi-Fi. It costs a few bucks—but the time I’d waste
fooling around with cables would cost me much more.
I had a choice between a wireless adapter that plugs
into a PCI slot inside the computer with an antenna
sticking out the back, and a stand-alone unit that connects to the computer via a USB cable.
Now, I prefer to have as many gadgets as possible
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in their laptops and have
Internet access, too.
Broadband routers are
designed to share an Internet connection between
two or more computers
and, in the process, hide
your local network from
the big, bad Internet. To
differentiate their products,
they add firewall features,
but now all of them seem
to have firewalls.
D-Link is one of the
more popular brands of
broadband router. Look
for deep discounts on
the 802.11b wireless versions, because 802.11g
is now out. They often
cost less than the nonwireless models.
Digital Dave
Dear Digital Dave,
I am way behind on all
the new technology; at my
age of 90, I am not the
computer guru I once was.
I was using a 100MB
Iomega Zip drive for my
backups and other stuff.
The device crashed, and I
do not wish to go back to
it for various reasons.
I thought about using
an external hard drive.
This would also give me

more security, since I
could disconnect it when
it was not needed.
My computer is four
years old, with 6GB left
on the hard drive. It has
two USB connections,
and I have added a fourport USB 2.0 hub. I
found a Western Digital
80GB USB 2.0 external
hard drive for $50,
including a rebate.
When I went to purchase it, I was told that it
would work, but that it
would take forever and a
day to operate. I would
need to put in a USB 2.0
card. Now, I’d be spending about 150 bucks on a
4-year-old computer!
Do you think the external hard drive would be
as slow as they said, and
create more problems for
me? Do you have any
other suggestions? Thank
you for all the help I get
from your articles. Good
luck in your new position.
Don F.
Dear Don,
Well, the USB 2.0connected external hard
drive is certainly going
to be faster than the old
(continued on page 12)

wrapped up inside my computer, so they are protected
by the metal case and don’t have wires dangling around,
as there are already too many wires and cables behind
my computer. However, there are two really good reasons for going with the external USB wireless adapter.
The internal PCI card type takes up a scarce slot.
Many of the newer motherboards, especially the lowercost ones, have only a few PCI slots. The video card
generates a lot of heat and has its own fan; adding a
card in that last slot would block the air circulation
from the fan.
The other good reason for the USB-type wireless
adapter is the antenna. The PCI slot is on the back of
the computer facing away from the access point. The
computer’s case would block the signals. The USB type
allows me to place the adapter on top of the computer
(but still under the desk), with a more direct path for
❏
the radio signals.

www.computoredge.com
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DAVE
(continued from page 8)

10MB Zip drive. My Zip
drive got parked a long
time ago for reliability
reasons, though I was
never thrilled about the
speed, either.
The first time you do a
backup, it’s going to take a
while. That’s because the
computer has to copy
everything over. From then
on, your backups should
be quick, because only the
files that have changed
have to be copied.
The one problem with
using a hard drive for
backups is that you have
only one copy, and have
to write new data over the
old. I suggest you also
copy important files to
CD-R, and keep those
around, as well.
Digital Dave

Dear Digital Dave,
I have an NEC SuperScript 870 printer. Since I
have changed my operating system to Windows
XP, the printer no longer
functions correctly. Part
of the time it works perfectly, and part of the time
it prints garbage.
I have discussed the
problem with both of my
computer teachers. I have
reinstalled Windows XP. I
have changed the cord. I
have contacted NEC, and
finally, someone told me
that XP and my printer
are not compatible—and
that I should buy a new
printer! Have you ever
heard of anything like this
before? I’m bewildered.
Summer
Dear Summer,
You are not the only
one having trouble with
your SuperScript printer.

Check out this Web site
for input from other owners and their solutions,
some involving drivers
for other printers: www
.computergripes.com/Nec
SuperScript870.html.
I checked out the NEC
Web site, and the company claims that the
Windows XP distribution
CD is the only source for
the driver for this printer.
The problem with this
printer appears to be that
it uses a PostScript language that is owned by
Adobe, and Adobe is not
providing continued support for it for some reason. Microsoft can’t do
anything about it because
Adobe hasn’t upgraded its
printer support for the 32bit Microsoft operating
systems. NEC can’t do
anything about it, either.
It seems you have
few choices. You could

try some of the other
printer drivers suggested
on the Web page I noted
above. You could go back
to Windows Me or earlier
to be able to use the old
driver. Or, you could
buy a new printer that
isn’t caught in the
PostScript trap.
You might find that
one of the new color
inkjet printers will fill
your printing needs with
a lot less hassle than a
PostScript laser printer.
Laser printers save you
money only if you print
a lot of pages.
Digital Dave

❏

E-mail your questions
to digitaldave@computor
edge.com. Dave posts the
URLs that he mentions in
his column at http://web
server.computoredge.com/
digdavelinks.

DIGITAL DAVE de•fines:
Wi-Fi Winners

WI-FI: Marketing types like to use the catchy
name Wi-Fi to refer to wireless networking.
The term harks back to the old days of stereo
—actually before stereo—when we called our
sound systems hi-fi, for high fidelity. Technical types prefer to call it by the standard specification name, 802.11. In any case, it’s wireless, meaning it uses a radio link instead of a
cable to transfer data, and is intended for
short-range use in a home or office setting.
802.11a: This is the “industrial” version of
Wi-Fi, with radio links in the 5.6-gigahertz
band and expensive equipment. It’s generally
used only by commercial installations because
of the cost.
802.11b: The most common and cheapest of
the Wi-Fi brothers. Equipment is very inexpensive because of competition and high production volume. This one has 11 channels in the
2.4-gigahertz radio license-free band, and can
transfer data at a peak rate of 11 megabits per
second. You can buy adapters for your computer that plug into a PCMCIA slot and have just
the plastic stub of an antenna poke out. I prefer
the style of 802.11b adapter with a USB connection, which can be separated from the computer and positioned for better signal reception.
12 September 30, 2005

802.11g: Another reason 802.11b products are
so cheap is that inventory is being blown out
in favor of the most recent incarnation of WiFi, 802.11g. These new devices work in the
same band and channels as the older b stuff,
and are mostly backward compatible. Not
only does the newer g equipment transfer data
faster at 54 megabits per second, it does so
more reliably. My 802.11b access point is
parked in the junk bin to make room for the
wireless g wideband router, even though I still
have several b devices in my network. They
work fine together.
CENTRINO: Intel’s line of Wi-Fi-enabled
CPU chips. My new notebook computer has a
Centrino chip in it that does a nice job with
802.11g, hence my upgraded wireless wideband router. The Centrino has the digital circuits related to Wi-Fi built in, and the rest of
the computer is designed not to interfere with
the radio part of 802.11g. That’s why this new
machine works better than my older laptop
with a plug-in Wi-Fi adapter.

WARDRIVING: Wardriving, or warwalking,
is an activity where you take your portable, WiFi-equipped computer, and move around looking for access points (APs). This might be
innocently mapping out the coverage on a colwww.computoredge.com

lege campus, where access to the wireless network is intentionally open. It might also be an
attempt to find where folks have unintentionally left their AP unprotected, and access can be
stolen. It is illegal to use Internet access without
the permission of the owner, and it is against
most ISP agreements for customers to share
their access with people outside the household.
WEP: Wired Equivalent Privacy, the currently used encryption standard on most consumer
Wi-Fi equipment. It is built into almost all WiFi equipment and can keep outsiders from
hijacking your Internet connection. You have
to enable WEP both in your AP and your WiFi-connected computers, and make sure the
long string of numbers used as a key match.
There will be a separate key for each computer in the network.

WPA: Wi-Fi Protected Access. It is possible to
hack the WEP keys, so WPA was devised as a
replacement. It changes the keys on a regular
basis, making it harder for a hacker to maintain
access. Many older APs cannot use WPA, and
WEP has to be disabled so WPA can replace it.
This level of security is probably not needed
by the average home network owner at this
point in time, but probably will as networkaccess theft becomes more common.
❏
COMPUTOREDGE

The Pringles Cantenna
By Kirk Kirksey

S

uppose you wanted to do a little
sofa surfing with your laptop,
but your tattered couch is just a little
too far from your network access
point. Do you blast a hole in the bedroom wall so your sofa will fit? Call
the apartment manager and have
your hovel rewired? Run to the USack-It and buy a can of Pringles
potato chips?
Any wireless aficionado worth his
or her port scanner knows that the last
option is the answer. Why? Because
once the top has been popped, you’ve
got a scrumptious snack and the
makings of a world-class Wi-Fi
antenna, to boot. Now that’s what I
call “good eating.”
The whole Pringles Wi-Fi antenna
phenomenon (these are now called
Cantennas) was started by a young
math whiz named Andrew S. Clapp.
(You can see a picture of Clapp at his
Web site, www.aeonic.com/~clapp.)
One day, Andrew decided he wanted
a Yagi-type directional antenna, but
was hard-pressed for cash. So he did
some looking around and decided to
build his own.
Can Do
The Yagi antenna, which was
named for Japanese electrical engi-
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neer Hidetsugu Yagi (1886–1976), is
a horizontal conductor outfitted with
double spines of dipoles parallel to
and in the plane of the conductor. In
other words, remove the innards of a
Yagi antenna, and you’ll find a long,
thin, horizontal strip of metal lined
on both sides with long tines going
up and down. The tines catch the
signal from the air, and the wave
energy is transferred and amplified
by the center metal strip. A connection on the end of the metal transfers
the signal to a TV, radio, or Wi-Fi
card. The whole thing is housed in a
sealed tube shaped suspiciously
like—you guessed it—a Pringles
potato chip can.
Our young hero made his calculations using formulae gleaned from a
high school physics book and conversion tables found on a (get this)
ceramics Web site. Once his design
was set, Clapp assembled his materials. To mimic the Yagi design, Clapp
used a 36-inch threaded metal rod, a
metal tube, and a box of washers.
The idea was elegant but simple. The
threaded rod would be the Yagi backbone, while the washers served as the
antenna’s tines. Spacers cut from the
metal tube (Clapp used a hacksaw)
would provide the correct distance
www.computoredge.com

between the individual washer tines.
You can see a picture of Clapp’s
“collector” at www.netscum.com/~
clapp/wireless.html. The collector
was stabilized by cardboard box
material rolled tightly inside the
Pringles can. A standard N connector
and coax cable hooked the internal
collector to Clapp’s AirPort network
access point.
All in all, the cost of the first
Pringles Cantenna came in at less
than 20 bucks—not counting the
Pringles, of course. According to
Clapp’s initial tests, his finished
product (an 18-inch model) delivered
a gain of 12–15 dBi. You can see a
parts list, get a good explanation of
how a Cantenna works, and see pictures of the Pringles Cantenna, not to
mention other Cantennas, at www
.netscum.com/~clapp/wireless.html.
Clapp’s initial work spawned a
geek parade bent on making a better
Cantenna. Writer and long-time FreeNetwork supporter Rob Flickenger
slightly modified Clapp’s design and
built a shotgun Yagi in 45 minutes.
Flickenger’s design, however, emphasizes the importance of inserting the N
connector between the sodium and
protein measures on a Pringles salt(continued on page 16)
COMPUTOREDGE

and-vinegar chips can. His results
were similar to Clapp’s—a 12-dBi
gain in Wi-Fi signal strength.
Time marches on, and so does the
evolution of the Cantenna. David
Marsh built his with a set of definite
goals in mind: low cost, high performance, easy parts acquisition, portability, uncomplicated tools, and cookies. The result—the Cookie Cantenna,
constructed from a 4-inch-diameter
Pepperidge Farm Pirouette cookie
can. Marsh increased performance
by introducing his Funnel Cone addon, constructed from a heating duct
adapter purchased for $4.25, and
gained three pounds in the process.
The “How to Build a Tin Can
Waveguide Wi-Fi Antenna” Web site
(www.turnpoint.net/wireless/canten
nahowto.html) gives detailed construction instructions. No cookie eating here. From the looks of the pictures, you’ll need a Nalley’s brand
can of Big Chunky Beef Stew, or a
big ol’ can of MJB coffee. Extras on
this site include a free spreadsheet for
calculating optimum can-size calculations, and a link to a site describing
how you can hook up your Cantenna
to a surplus Primestar Satellite TV
dish. Wow.

All in all, the
cost of the first Pringles
Cantenna came in at less
than 20 bucks . . .
results, and practical advice on how
to put everything together. Very nice.
But on Clapp’s Web site, we catch
a glimpse of the Cantenna’s not-sopretty underbelly. In almost every
photo showing stages of the Cantenna’s construction, a copy of 2600,
the legendary hacker magazine, can
be clearly seen close by. Coincidence,
or is there a subtle message here?
“Build a Cantenna, and mooch your
neighbor’s hard-earned bandwidth.”
Isn’t this the real crux of the matter?
FreeNetwork proponents see the
Cantenna as a legitimate tool for
expanding their mission of taking
indoor networks outside. Their hope
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is to create a network of free Wi-Fi
services and coverage that might be
compared to the open-source movement in software. Despite FreeNetwork’s altruism, the Cantenna is
viewed as a tool for hackers. Clapp’s
showing 2600 with some of his projects doesn’t help dispel the notion.
The free market is even getting
into the act. Sharper Concepts (www
.sharperconcepts.zoovy.com) sells
its do-it-yourself Cantenna kit for
$14.95. As of this writing, a Cantenna search on eBay returned 37
hits ranging from fully assembled
units to Cantenna components and
instructions. One unit was billed as
a “Wardriving super Cantenna with
laser targeting for Linksys.” I would
hate to see someone driving through
my neighborhood with one of these.
I love the inventiveness behind
the Cantenna movement. Ingenuity
on this scale always impresses. But
from the looks of things, the Cantenna and the dash-mounted radar
detector have a lot in common. Both
are used mostly to do bad things.
For the Cantenna, this is a sad commentary for such a clever device. ❏
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(continued from page 14)

Canfounded
The Pringles Cantenna checks in
as one of those ethical double-edged
swords. Clapp and his colleagues are
interested in the Cantenna exercise
as a very practical experiment in the
low-cost application of antenna technology. After all, it’s fun to build
something that normally costs several
hundred bucks for less than a 10 spot.
Their Web sites are chock-full of
technical information, parts lists, test

Viewridge Ave.

Cantenna

Store Hours
Mon–Fri 8am–5:30pm
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Wireless Networking
Resources Online
By Michael J. Ross

W

ireless networking technologies are slowly yet inexorably
transforming the way computers and
other devices can communicate with
one another, the same way that wireless technology in general has been
revolutionizing human communication for more than a century. Back in
1894, Italian researcher Guglielmo
Marconi began experimenting with
radio waves (“Hertzian waves”), and
within two years obtained a patent
and then founded Wireless Telegraph
and Signal Company Limited, the
first radio factory in the world.
In the early 20th century, radio
waves were being utilized for sending
messages over the Atlantic Ocean and,
even more critically, for sending distress messages from ships struggling
in that ocean. The value of wireless
communication among naval vessels
was not lost on the Americans, who
furthered the use of radio during
World War II for ship-to-ship and
ship-to-shore message transmission.
The privacy of the communications
was secured by introducing encryption
to the process.
Radio technology was first combined with computer technology in
the form of wireless local area networks (LANs), which got started in
1971 at the University of Hawaii, as a

result of the school’s ALOHAnet
research project. Researchers connected seven computers located on
four separate islands to create the
world’s first wireless LAN, without
any use of phone lines. Using what is
referred to as a “bi-directional star
topology,” all of the computers in the
network were able to communicate
with each other by sending to and
receiving messages from the central
computer on Oahu.
Nowadays, we make use of various topologies, as well as many other
networking standards, but the marketplace leader at this time is Wi-Fi
(short for “wireless fidelity”). Wi-Fi
refers to any type of 802.11 network,
including 802.11a, 802.11b, and
802.11g. By adhering to the 802.11
standards, computer network users
are able to take advantage of wireless
products from different manufacturers, and be assured that those products will work seamlessly with each
other within the same network.
At least, that’s how it’s supposed to
work. Wireless computer networks
work fine—until they don’t. Then it
can be extremely difficult to discern
exactly what is causing one component of the network not to be seen by
others. Fortunately, there are resources
on the Internet that can be helpful to

anyone who is struggling to troubleshoot a wireless network—whether
it is an extensive, building-wide corporate LAN, or a simple home network with just a couple of nodes.
Quality Components
Any chef can tell you that if you
want to bake an excellent cake, you
have to use excellent ingredients. The
same is true of wireless computer
networks (although baking a router at
350 degrees is not recommended). If
any of the components of your proposed home wireless network are of
low quality, or do not conform to the
Wi-Fi standards, you can expect
nothing but trouble when trying to
get the network to function properly.
Or, you may find that your computer
can receive the signal just fine, and
even give you Internet access, but the
network traffic may be much slower
than what you paid for. Or, it may
develop packet dropouts or other
problems, and eventually degrade
over time.
To identify the best components
for your proposed home wireless network—including modems, routers,
hubs, switches, etc.—you can first
start at PracticallyNetworked (www
.practicallynetworked.com), which is
a well-regarded Web site featuring
product reviews, tutorials, troubleshooting guides, user reviews (more
than 8,000!), a glossary of wireless
terms (Webopedia entries), a news
archive going back to 1999, price
comparisons (via HardwareCentral),
(continued on page 20)
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Resources
(continued from page 18)

forums, and a free newsletter.
Perhaps you should start by deciding how much money you want to
spend on your new network, and
then select the particular products
and manufacturers based upon the
reviews provided by PracticallyNetworked and its visitors, as well as the
best prices available using the site’s
price comparisons.
For instance, when choosing a
wireless router, you could scan the
127 product reviews on routers, and
perhaps use PracticallyNetworked’s
Compare Selected capability to create your own side-by-side featurecomparison tables. Unfortunately,
there are only 10 products listed
per page, and the Web site does not
appear to be programmed for saving product selections from previous
pages, and so there seems to be no
way of comparing products scattered
across multiple pages.
You could read all of the site’s
reviews on the most promising
routers, as well as using the site’s
search capability to quickly locate all
of the user reviews. These tend to be
more brutally candid than the official
reviews, but bear in mind that the
results are also more anecdotal.
You could also check the manufacturers’ sites, as those often have more
up-to-date information—at least for
those products whose reviews are a bit
dated, as some of them are. In the case

of choosing a router, you could search
for additional information on your
chosen router on the manufacturer’s
site. Some of the major ones are:
Belkin (www.belkin.com), Buffalo
Technology (www.buffalotech.com),
D-Link (www.dlink.com), IOGEAR
(www.iogear.com), Linksys (www
.linksys.com), Netgear (www.netgear
.com), and 3Com (www.3com.com).
Networking Is Good
Now that you have selected and
purchased the components for your
home wireless network, it’s time to
put them all together. For those people experienced with computer networking, setting up the network may
be as easy as installing the wireless
modem, plugging the wireless router
into the cable or DSL modem, powering everything up in the correct
sequence, and verifying that the network security settings are such that
your neighbors won’t be freeloading on your Internet service. But less
experienced individuals might need
some guidance in putting the pieces
together and getting everything to
work correctly.
PracticallyNetworked has some
handy tutorials on network installation, setup, file and printer sharing, Linux, TiVo, and other topics.
About.com (http://compnetwork
ing.about.com) has a number of
decent articles that aim to help the
reader navigate such issues as Wi-Fi,
wired versus wireless, DSL versus
cable, router setup, and VPNs (virtual
private networks). The site even has

HP • Apple • Brother • Canon • Epson • Fujitsu • Konica • Kyocera • IBM • Lexmark™
Minolta • NEC • Okidata • Panasonic • Ricoh • Samsung • Sharp • Texas Instruments • Xerox™

an interactive home networking advisor, similar to a Windows wizard,
which steps you through the setup
process. HomeNetHelp.com (www
.homenethelp.com) has tutorials,
forums, diagrams, product reviews,
and articles—with a clear orientation
toward those readers just getting started with the basics.
Many computer enthusiasts who
try to put together their own networks
find that the most difficult and frustrating problems crop up not from the
hardware components and their connectors and drivers, but with their
computer’s operating system. For
Windows users, WindowsNetworking.com (www.wown.com) offers a
fine selection of articles, tutorials,
hardware info, forums (“message
boards”), free newsletters, and software to download.
Finally, if you encounter a particular error message while using your
wireless network, often the fastest
way to learn more about the problem
and recommended solutions is simply to fire up your favorite Internet
search engine, and do a search on that
error message.
Regardless of any difficulties you
may have in setting up and securing
your home network, you should be
able to find helpful information on the
ultimate network—the Internet.
❏
Michael J. Ross is a freelance
writer, computer consultant, and the
editor of PristinePlanet.com’s free
newsletter. He can be reached via
his Web site: www.ross.ws.
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Wardriving
and the WPA
By Stace Johnson

A

rt wrinkled his brow. “Honey,
have the kids been playing with
the sidewalk chalk today?”
“Not that I know of,” Janet said.
“Why?”
“Well, there’s a funny symbol on
the sidewalk out front again. I keep
cleaning it off, but it keeps coming
back.”
Janet shrugged. “I don’t know,
honey. Oh, speaking of figuring things
out, can you take a look at the wireless
network? The Internet has been kind
of slow the last couple of weeks.”

from viruses and hackers on the
Internet. However, many people
don’t realize that while they may be
protected from Internet dangers, their
wireless network may be vulnerable
to unauthorized use from anyone in
their neighborhood.
Come On In!
Most people would consider it
unthinkable to allow a total stranger
to walk into the house, plug a laptop
into the home network, and access
the Internet without permission.
However, many home wireless networks allow any computer in range
to connect to the Internet, even automatically providing the client computer with the network settings necessary to log on.
Once the Internet connection is
established, it makes no difference
whether that computer is in the
house, in a car on the street, or even
in a neighbor’s house. That creates a
question of data liability, because the
owner of the Internet connection has
little or no control over what the connection is being used for.

Why Wireless Networking?
Just a few short years ago, wireless
networking was considered expensive, slow, and unreliable compared
to modern, fast Ethernet connections.
Now, with broadband Internet connections and multiple computers in
many homes, wireless is the preferred method of home networking,
saving families the time, trouble, and
expense of stringing unsightly cable
through the attic and down the walls.
The latest wireless routers running
the 802.11g networking protocol sell
for as little as $40 brand new, and
Wardrivers
operate at speeds several times faster
Art, from the scenario above,
than most home Internet connections.
Many double as hardware firewalls never set up any kind of security on
to help protect the home network his home wireless network. The
✂

chalk mark that keeps appearing on
his sidewalk is an advertisement to
wireless network hunters (known as
“wardrivers”) that there is free bandwidth available at this location.
Perhaps the reason Janet has
noticed a difference in the Internet
connection is that someone in the
neighborhood—or even in a car
parked down the street—has started
taking advantage of the open node.
Maybe that person is illegally trading music on a peer-to-peer filesharing network, or worse, sending
out unsolicited e-mail from a spamming program, crippling the connection with the sheer volume of information being sent.
In either event, Art and Janet could
conceivably be held responsible for
any illegal activity that appears to
originate from their home network,
and their broadband provider could
shut down their Internet account.
Is There Protection?
Since becoming publicly available,
wireless routers have included various
options for keeping unwanted users
off the network. These options include
configuring the router not to broadcast
its network ID, forcing manual configuration of network addresses, limiting access only to specific hardware
addresses for authorized equipment
on the network, and encrypting the
wireless signal. Until recently, the
most widely recommended type of
security was Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption.
(continued on page 24)
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Wardriving
(continued from page 22)

As wireless networks have become
more sophisticated, so have the tools
that people use to break into them.
Though some of the security measures above will still deter the casual
hacker, none of them will stop a
knowledgeable person intent on gaining access to your network. With
modern hacker tools, even WEP
encryption can be cracked within a
few minutes.
Here’s What You Can Do
All is not hopeless, however. The
latest standard for wireless security is
WPA and its even stronger variant,
WPA2. WPA stands for Wi-Fi Protected Access (not Works Progress
Administration, as some might have
thought) and is available on all new
802.11g routers and network cards.
Both WPA and WPA2 include 128bit encryption, and either is suitable
for use on a home network. WPA
uses an encryption standard called
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), which has been certified for
military and government data transactions. In general, users who do not
have to use their wireless computers
for governmental or military applications are fine running WPA instead

of WPA2.
In addition to coming in two different versions, WPA includes two different authentication methods: personal and enterprise. Some businesses
will use enterprise authentication,
which requires them to run a dedicated RADIUS (Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service) server to authenticate each computer connecting to the

“Well, there’s
a funny symbol on the
sidewalk out front again. I
keep cleaning it off, but it
keeps coming back.”
network. Most home wireless users
choose personal authentication, so for
the purposes of this article, we will
focus on that.
Personal authentication under WPA
requires the use of a pre-shared key
(PSK) for encryption. The PSK is
basically a password that the computer
can use to prove that it is allowed to
access the network. For best security,
users should choose a password that
is at least 32 characters long and a
mixture of numbers and letters, both
uppercase and lowercase. After choosing WPA security in the configuration
screen of the router, the setup program
should prompt the user for the pre-
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shared key. (Some routers may call it
a password.)
After the wireless router has been
fully configured for WPA security,
each wireless computer accessing
the network needs to be configured
to use the same encryption standard
and the same pre-shared key. Users
attempting to set up their routers and
access cards with WPA or WPA2
should refer to the manuals that came
with their equipment, or check for
updated instructions on the manufacturer’s Web site for each piece
of equipment.
It’s very important to make sure all
wireless hardware on the network has
been upgraded to the latest firmware
before attempting to configure a WPA
or WPA2 network. Otherwise, some
computers could be left without any
way to access the new network configuration. Users running older wireless equipment that does not support
at least WPA should consider upgrading to one of the new 802.11g routers
on the market.
❏
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Troubleshooting the
Progress Indicator and
Program Crashes in OS X
By Barry Fass-Holmes

T

his column is the second of a
three-part series about recovering
from—and potentially averting—Mac
OS X catastrophes.
Tired of Waiting
Grocery lines, freeway entrance
ramps, and airport security checkpoints are just a few of the numerous
situations where we are forced to
wait. Who wants his or her computing time added to this mix? Macs are
supposed to make us more efficient,
not squander our valuable time.
Yet, that’s exactly what could happen if the arrow cursor too often
switches to the progress indicator. In
OS X, the progress indicator looks
like a spinning, colored pinwheel or
beach ball (http://docs.info.apple
.com/article.html?artnum=25571);
on Windows PCs, it’s an hourglass.
Although the progress indicator is
intended to be informative—indicating that a program is working on a
task—it can become annoying when
it keeps you waiting too long.
What causes the progress indicator
to display? It usually happens when
the computer is busy processing code
or contacting a network, server, or

iDisk. Consequently, the progress
indicator—unlike the kernel panics
discussed last week—could be a normal occurrence. When it displays too
long and/or frequently on your Mac,
however, the progress indicator is
likely a symptom that requires your
troubleshooting attention.
A persistent progress indicator
often is due to insufficient RAM.
Mac OS X runs on Macs with 256MB or less, but it uses a portion of
the hard drive called the “swap file”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swap
_file) to temporarily offload one or
more programs you have launched
with too little free RAM. Because
the hard drive reads and writes more
slowly than RAM chips, Mac OS X
displays the progress indicator while
accessing the swap file, and you perceive your Mac to be sluggish.
There is a simple and effective remedy to this scenario: Install additional
RAM for a total of 768MB or more.
Another possible culprit is a communications bottleneck while your
Mac is attempting to connect with the
network, server, AirPort, or iDisk
you’ve selected. If the progress indicator displays repeatedly or protractedly
in the Finder or in Software Update,
check your settings in the Network

System Preference. Also, make sure
your network cable or AirPort hardware is defect-free and installed properly (update the latter’s firmware as
needed; http://docs.info.apple.com/
article.html?artnum=107844).
Suppose the progress indicator displays in a program other than the
Finder or Software Update on a Mac
with at least 768MB. It could be
symptomatic of corrupted cache and/
or preference files (http://docs.info
.apple.com/article.html?artnum=
25398). To recover, Option-click the
affected program’s icon in the Dock,
and select Force Quit from the pop-up
menu. Remove cache files by using
one of several utilities at VersionTracker (search on “cache” at www
.versiontracker.com/macosx), and
trash the affected program’s preference file that is located in Users/your
user account/Library/Preferences.
Then relaunch and use the program
again. It also might need updating for
compatibility with the version of Mac
OS X you’re using.
Crash Without Burning
When you see a dialog box stating
that an application “unexpectedly
quit” (http://docs.info.apple.com/arti
(continued on page 28)
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cle.html?artnum=152368), you’ve
experienced a program crash.
In Panther and Jaguar, you manually relaunch that program after dismissing the dialog. In Tiger, however, the
dialog includes a Reopen button
(http://docs.info.apple.com/article
.html?artnum=301084) that relaunches the program for you. If it unexpectedly quits again, a Try Again button
displays. Sweet!
What causes a program to quit
unexpectedly? It can happen when a
program violates a restriction programmed into the operating system,
such as when attempting to execute
invalid commands (http://en.wiki
pedia.org/wiki/Application_crash).
Likely culprits behind an unexpected quit include a misbehaving (a.k.a.
“buggy”) or incompatible program
(http://docs.info.apple.com/article
.html?artnum=301584; http://docs
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Questions and Answers
“When I see the progress indicator or ‘unexpectedly quit’ dialog,
should I restart my Mac?”
No! Mac OS X’s memory-protection feature keeps everything else up
and running (http://en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Protected_memory).
“My programs unexpectedly quit,
so my version of Mac OS X must be
unstable and buggy. How do I install
the previous version?”
Ditch that thought! A better strategy would be to download and run the
latest Mac OS X combo updater
(www.apple.com/support/downloads;
high-speed connection recommended) appropriate for your installed version. However, the problem is more
likely related to the quitting program
than to Mac OS X.
❏
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Preferences and correct as needed.
If the unexpected quit persists after
the above steps, search MacFixIt
(www.macfixit.com) for more recent
and detailed troubleshooting info.
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.info.apple.com/article.html?artnum
=93203), problematic font(s) (http://
docs.info.apple.com/article.html?art
num=25717), and/or improperly configured Network System Preference
settings (http://docs.info.apple.com/
article.html?artnum=106695).
To recover from an unexpected
quit, relaunch the affected program,
resume what you were doing, and
forget about the unexpected quit. It
could have been a fluke, so your time
will be better spent on tasks other
than troubleshooting.
If you experience repeated unexpected quits, however, here are some
troubleshooting steps.
• Update to the current version of
the malfunctioning program.
• Check for and fix font corruptions using a third-party utility (search
on “font repair” at www.versiontrack
er.com/macosx).
• Delete preference and/or cache
files related to the affected program,
as described earlier.
• Check settings in Network System
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Font Advice
Or, Letters
and How to
Use Them

F

onts are everywhere: on billboards, wine bottles, cereal
boxes and, of course, your computer
screen. I am talking about the sizes
and shapes of the letters and characters you see. We take fonts for granted, but we shouldn’t. Fonts help create impressions from the words we
read, and ease eyestrain caused by
evenings curled up with long documents. Some fonts, like Bold Arial
may seem stark and cold. Courier
is nostalgic, reminding us of our
granny’s typewriter. We like to read
articles and books printed in fonts
akin to Times New Roman. I once
wanted to write a divorce decree
entirely in ✺❁❐❆ ✤❉■❇❂❁▼▲
(Zapf Dingbats), but my lawyer
didn’t see the humor in it.
If you deal with words—be they
on paper or computer screen—fonts
are important because they help you
express what you want to say. In this
Back to Basics, we’ll take a whirlwind journey through the wonderful
world of fonts. We’ll see where they
come from, what they are, and how
to use them.
Follow That Font
Fonts aren’t new. The word “font”
(the Old English word was “fount”)
can be traced to 1683, and was used
to describe a “number of letters that
are cast of the same body and face.”
Obscure history can be boring, so
let’s fast-forward to the digital age.
When it comes to computers, a font
(technically speaking) is a file containing instructions describing how
your computer should draw a particular set of letters and characters.
In the olden days, all fonts were
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bitmapped. Each bitmapped character had to be individually generated
for each character size. Making the
font bigger or smaller as you would
using today’s scaling features, makes
a bitmapped character looked awful.
In the 1980s, Adobe left bitmapping
behind and invented Type 1 fonts.
Type 1 fonts used vector graphics
—mathematical formulae—to create
characters. As a result, resized Type
1 fonts (also called scalable fonts)
looked as good as the original design
when digitally scaled up or down.
Time marches on. In the late ’80s,
Microsoft and Apple raced to bring
their own font technologies to market. Apple won the font wars with
TrueType, while TrueImage from
Microsoft faded from the scene.
Digital fonts continue to evolve.
Way back in 1996, Microsoft and
Adobe joined forces, and the OpenType font family was born. On the
surface, OpenType looks, acts, and
smells just like TrueType and Type 1
fonts. Pop the hood, and you’ll see
that the OpenType design combines
TrueType and Type 1 technologies in
order to cure compatibility for many
specialized graphics package. In the
Microsoft world, OpenType made its
debut with Windows 2000.
Another font newbie from Microsoft is ClearType. According to Redmond’s marketing propaganda, ClearType uses a human visual model to
produce more readable output for flat
screens and PDAs.
Font Flavors
Fonts come in four visual flavors.
Serif fonts have little lines that extend
from the ends of characters. Times
www.computoredge.com

New Roman (what most of this article is using) is a serif font, for example. A graphic artist once told me that
serif fonts improve readability by
leading the eye from one character to
the next. Not so, says my university
historian friend. She says that serif
fonts are holdovers from the days
when typesetters carved several letters from a single block of wood. Little points made it easier for the carver
to separate the letters from the carving block.
If you’re looking for something a
little less traditional, there is the sans
serif font family—letters and characters minus the extender bars. The
Arial family is one of the most common sans serif fonts.
Cursive fonts, like Zapf Chancery
,
look a bit like fancy handwriting and
Regardless
of how cool it looks,
font clutter almost always
visually detracts from
your message.
are used to add a personal touch. Last
but not least are the novelty and ornamental fonts. For a little fun, try a
few  (Webdings).
Font Features and Follies
I know what you’re thinking right
about now: “So, how do I know
which font to use?” Good question.
Unlike more black-and-white technical issues, you will find lots of opinions about font selection. For most
work, font selection will boil down to
personal taste and the message you
are trying to convey. A Web site selling cowboy memorabilia would
probably use a font resembling oldtime writing. A stark, ultra-modern
font might be best for an electronic
music booklet. Most graphic artists
and Web designers, however, do
agree on a few important font-selection guidelines.
Avoid using lots of fonts in a sin(continued on page 32)
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(continued from page 30)

gle document (unless, of course, you
are writing a magazine article about
fonts). Regardless of how cool it
looks, font clutter almost always
visually detracts from your message.
Before selecting a font, check font
type. A small icon next to the font
name in the selection dialog box usually indicates font type. A TT is
TrueType, while a large O or oval is
OpenType. A little printer symbol
indicates a non-scalable font or printer font. This means the font does not
enlarge well on the screen, and may
look different when printed.
When it comes to fonts, Web sites
are interesting animals. Web site
designers use the font tags to specify
which fonts will be displayed on the
visitor’s screen. There is only one
catch—the font must be present on
the user’s computer. Web-safe fonts
are those fonts available on almost
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every computer today, and include
Times, Times New Roman, Arial,
and Helvetica. To be safe using fancy
or obscure fonts, you’ll have to turn
your written words into graphics
(e.g., JPEG or GIF files).
One short-lived answer to the
chancy use of Web site fonts was Bitstream’s dynamic fonts, called TrueDoc. This technology sent fonts with
the requested Web page. These could
be processed by Netscape Navigator
and IE versions 4 and beyond, but
caused problems in older browsers.
Be advised: Bitstream and TrueDoc
fonts could not keep up with the
ever-changing Web browser world.
The TrueDoc Web site was scheduled to be discontinued after September 10, 2005.
When preparing documents,
experts agree (usually), that a serif
font, like a derivative of Times, for
example, should be used. If the document is shorter and needs to be hardhitting, sans serif is your best bet.
Perusing fancy brochures and
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Web sites can lead to a serious psychological condition: font envy.
There is a cure for suffering through
the same old, dull lettering. Commercial font foundries sell highquality, unique font sets that any key
thumper would be proud to display.
My favorite letter peddler is Émigré
(www.emigre.com).
There are free fonts, too. Surf over
to TypeDifferent (www.typedifferent
.com) for a mix of free and not-so-free
fonts. Try www.1001freefonts.com for
a totally free font experience.
* *
*
Fonts are fun, but nobody ever
said they were easy. In the recipe for
delivering an effective message,
fonts are a critical ingredient. Take
time to pick the right font for the job,
and your readers will thank you. ❏
Check out Kirk’s new book, Computer Factoids: Tales From the HighTech Underbelly, now available at
Amazon.com and www.computer
factoid.com.
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Product Ratings

By Charles Carr
Connect the Dots
Prolific tech writer Annalee Newitz
reports, “For years, governments all
over the world have secretly been collaborating with the high-end color
laser printer industry in order to track
the origin of every color copy made.
They’re doing it by programming the
printers to create specific patterns of
yellow dots—not visible to the naked
eye—on every copy. These dot patterns are codes for the serial number,
the make of the printer, and possibly
even the time and date when the print
was made.”
Newitz says it works because
color laser printers are high-end
enough that most people and businesses (FedEx/Kinko’s, Staples, etc.)
buy them using traceable credit cards
or purchase orders. You can see the
yellow dots, Newitz learned, only if
you look at the paper under a blue
light to highlight the yellow, and even
then most people will need a magnifying glass or a weak microscope.
“Xerox has openly admitted it
shares its customer lists with the U.S.
Secret Service, if asked,” continues
Newitz. “And both the U.S. Secret
Service and the Dutch government
told PC World in a recent article
(www.pcworld.com/news/article/0
,aid,118664,00.asp) that they asked
printer companies to create the yellow dot patterns to help law enforcement track down counterfeiting suspects. Because color laser copies are
so good, counterfeiters frequently
use them to create fake money, as
well as fake train tickets and other
valuable items.”
But, Newitz worries, “How do we
know they’re only using these printer
marks to track counterfeiters? What
if they’re also tracking people who
copy what they think are anonymous
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political flyers or pamphlets?”
According to Newitz, “as of now,
there are absolutely no regulations
or laws that stop printer companies
or copy shops from giving information about their customers to the
government. Phone companies and
Internet service providers, by contrast, are forbidden to give the government data about you unless served
with a court order. But this isn’t true
for credit card records kept by laser
printer companies.”
Connect the dots yourself at www
.alternet.org/columnists/story/25165.
Advent Rising—But
Not Very High
Advent Rising (from Majesco,
www.adventtrilogy.com, reviewed
for PC, $30 list) is a third-person scifi shooter that was released earlier
this year on the Xbox and is now
available for PCs.
The game is an ambitious undertaking that, unfortunately, falls short
due to a weak story line, frustrating
gameplay, and a host of general technical problems, not the least of which
is a slow-to-dreadful frame rate.
Even the promise of a script cowritten by the transcendent Orson
Scott Card (author of science-fiction
classics like Ender’s Game and the
Alvin Maker series) can’t save
Advent Rising from descending into a
derivative story line—despite admittedly snappy dialog in places. To wit:
You play Giddeon Wyeth, a rookie
space pilot who lives in a futuristic
world you’ve almost certainly seen
several times before in other games
and movies. Not long into the game,
humanity is warned about a hostile
race, called the Seekers, that is coming to annihilate all humans. Sound at
all familiar?
www.computoredge.com

 Don’t say we didn’t warn you.
 What is that store’s return
policy?
 We’ve seen better; we’ve
seen worse.
 You’ll probably be happy
you did.
 What are you waiting for?

Weaponry includes some pretty
cool pistols, machine guns, laser
rifles, rocket launchers, and more,
all of which can be assigned to left
and right hands. Later in the game,
Gideon gets a number of psychic
powers that make battle quite a bit
easier—but, regrettably, that’s largely because enemy AI is predictable
and unsatisfying.

Red Hat for New or Old Hats
Whether you’re relatively new at it
or an old pro, when it comes to using
Linux, Red Hat Fedora 4 Unleashed
(from Sams Publishing, www.sams
publishing.com, 1,176 pages, about
$45) contains everything you need
to plan, install, configure, maintain,
administer, rebuild, and use Fedora.
(The complete Fedora install is even
on the included CD.)
After an introduction to Red Hat
and the Fedora Core project, you’ll
see to how to set up and plan for an
install, then get step-by-step directions
to install Fedora in a variety of ways.
Further on, you will learn how to
use essential commands from the /bin
and /sbin directories, as well as log in
and work with Linux, virtual consoles, environment variables, text editors, and permissions.
The book will help you choose the
right Web browser and e-mail client,
and even a Fedora-capable office
suite like OpenOffice.org, NOME
Office, or KOffice.
This is the most comprehensive
guide I’ve yet seen to the latest version of Red Hat’s open-community
Fedora Linux distribution.1/2
Review contributed by
Johnny Cantfield
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Calendar
of Events
Saturday, October 1

Friday, October 7

■ PHP and MYSQL, Intermediate—Part 1 of a three-part
free class sponsored by San Diego Community College
District, Continuing Education. The class runs from 8 a.m. to
noon in Room 130 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in
Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more information, call
619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.

■ E-mail Basics—A free class sponsored by the San Diego
Community College District, Continuing Education. The class
will be held from 7:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 140 at
North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa.
Register in class. For more information, call 619-388-1800
or visit www.sdce.edu.
■ Microsoft Project—A free class that runs from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at CESD, San Diego County Training Facility. Space
is limited. Register online at www.cesdtraining.com or call
760-871-3100.

Monday, October 3
■ QuickBooks for Accounting, Beginning—Part 1 of a threepart free class sponsored by San Diego Community College
District, Continuing Education. Sessions will be held Monday
through Wednesday from 1 to 5 p.m. in Room 140 of the
North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa.
Register in class. For more information, call 619-388-1800
or visit www.sdce.edu.

Monday/Thursday, Oct. 3–Nov. 3
■ A+ Certification Training Evenings—This five-week class
runs Mondays and Thursdays from 6 to 10 p.m. Promo to
include both Certification Exams with tuition! For details, call
800-963-2373 (CESD). www.cesdtraining.com.

Monday, October 3
■ Computer Basics Workshop—Learn hardware basics
and software skills, including Windows XP, MS Word, and
PowerPoint. Topics include file management and where to
find free sources of computer help. Five days of beginnerlevel hands-on training held from 3 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, at the East County Career Center, 924 East
Main Street, El Cajon. There is no cost. For more information,
call 619-590-3900 or visit http://eccc.guhsd.net.

Saturday, October 8
■ San Diego .NET User Group will feature its fifth quarterly
catered conference. Come hear world-class speakers discuss
topics devoted to ASP.Net, Indigo, Test-Driven Development
and more. This all-day event will be held at Windmill, 890
Palomar Airport Road in Carlsbad. For more information or
to register, visit http://sandiegodotnetdg.com.

Monday–Friday, October 17–21
■ Network+ Certification Bootcamp—Get the fundamentals
of Networking and Certified in one week! The class runs
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For details,
call 800-963-2373 (CESD) or visit www.cesdtraining.com.

Wednesday, November 2
■ Introduction to E-mail—Part 1 of a five-part free class.
Classes will be held Wednesdays from 9 to 10 a.m. at the
La Mesa Branch of the San Diego County Library, Building
15, 5555 Overland Avenue in San Diego. Registration is
required. For more information, call 619-469-2151.

Tuesday, October 4

Thursday, November 3

■ Windows XP: Tips and Tricks—A free class offered by the
San Diego Community College District, Continuing Education.
The class runs from 5:30 to 9 p.m. in Room 130 at North City
Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa. Register in class.
For more information, call 619-388-1800 or visit
www.sdce.edu.

■ Introduction to Word—Part 1 of a three-part free class.
Classes will be held Thursdays from 9 to 10 a.m. at the La
Mesa Branch of the San Diego County Library, Building 15,
5555 Overland Avenue in San Diego. Registration is required.
For more information, call 619-469-2151.

Thursday–Friday, October 6–7
■ Excel 2003, Intermediate—A two-part free class
sponsored by the San Diego Community College District,
Continuing Education. The class will be held Thursday and
Friday from 9 a.m. to noon in Room 130 at North City
Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa. Register in class.
For more information, call 619-388-1800 or visit
www.sdce.edu.
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Free events of a non-commercial nature will be listed in Calendar free of charge as
space allows. Commercial events can be advertised in Calendar at a rate of $25 for
25 words or less, with each additional word costing $1. Anything separated by a
space is considered one word.
In either case, type or legibly print your listing, including the date and time of your
event, its location, and the name and phone number of a contact person. Calendar
deadline is 4:30 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication date. Listings will not be taken
over the phone.
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Enclose listing with payment, if applicable, and mail to Calendar of Events, c/o
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Disasters, the Media,
and the Net
By Jim Trageser

T

he horrific devastation of Hurricane Katrina has, as all such disasters do, brought out the best and
worst in all of us, and the news media
—print, broadcast, and the new third
leg of the national media, online—is
no different.
On the upside, it was the media
that made clear that the various levels
of government were not moving fast
enough to help the survivors in New
Orleans and elsewhere in Southern
Louisiana and Mississippi.
While federal and state officials
gave rosy press conferences about
how help was on the way, TV and
online outlets were broadcasting
video of the grim reality in New
Orleans—where public order had
broken down to the point that people’s bodies were being left to rot in
the streets, and gangs were looting
every gun store in town.
It was largely this reporting that led
President Bush to admit that early
relief efforts had been inadequate, and
to order his staff to increase efforts to
help those in need from the hurricane.
On the downside, there was something decidedly unseemly about having the media’s helicopters hovering
above desperate survivors just so they
could take their pictures. What made
it even worse—almost . . . well, sinful—was that the survivors couldn’t
tell the media helicopters from the
rescue helicopters, and thus stood
on the roofs of their flooded homes
waving desperately for the cameras.
Would it have killed the media to take
along some food and water in those
choppers to bring to the survivors?
And then, after having milked this disaster for all the advertising dollars it
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and post names of missing friends or
relatives, in hopes that someone
knew of their whereabouts.
There were also forums set up by
neighborhood, so folks could ask
specific questions.
If Nola.com doesn’t win a Pulitzer
was worth, to have the talking heads
on TV and the newspaper editorials for its service to the community and
excoriating the federal government for excellent reporting during these trynot doing enough—well, the hypocri- ing weeks, then it is the award that
will have been tarnished.
sy was enough to induce nausea.

Local Heroes
If there were any heroes among
the media, they weren’t to be found
in the hundreds of outsiders who
descended on the suffering in a sort
of paean to voyeurism. Instead, it was
the men and women of the local New
Orleans media who continued to do
their jobs even as their own homes
were destroyed, as their families
remained missing or evacuated.
The New Orleans Times-Picayune
(www.nola.com) staff managed to
keep producing their newspaper and
updating their Web site throughout the
disaster, even as they had to abandon
their building to find safer, drier digs.
The Web site, especially, was a
remarkable testament to community
service and ingenuity under pressure.
Not only was the T-P’s daily edition posted online, and not only did
the online staff update the paper’s
report with fresh news throughout the
day, but they used the Web site as a
way for the New Orleans community—wherever they happened to be
geographically in the days, weeks
and months following the evacuation—to stay in touch.
One of the most useful tools was
an online bulletin board where folks
could post notes to family and friends
letting them know they were OK and
where they were staying or heading.
There were other bulletin boards set
up where people could sign up to volunteer, offer rooms in their homes,
www.computoredge.com

Online News Not Always Enough
Of course, with power out, and
with so many homes razed either by
the winds or the flooding, not many
people in New Orleans have access
to the Internet as this is written.
But surely, of the hundreds of
thousands who had evacuated either
before the storm hit or in the aftermath, those staying in hotels, motels,
and with family, there were a substantial number with Internet access.
For the others, though, Nola.com
was invisible and radio remained the
only real means of receiving information—at least, as long as their batteries held out.
Many of us have come in recent
years to view the Internet as an indispensable part of modern living—as
essential a utility as electricity or running water.
But when you see an entire region
of the United States going weeks or
more without running water, without
electricity or phone service—well,
you realize that, as valuable and
important as the Internet is, people
can live without it. People were dying
in New Orleans because of the lack
of clean water, because of the lack of
electricity to the hospitals, because of
the lack of transportation.
Nobody died because their Internet service was down.
❏
Jim Trageser can be contacted
via his Web site: www.trageser.com.
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Bookmark our Web page, www.computoredge.com/sandiego, for easy access to these valuable Web sites:
GOVERNMENT

PUBLICATIONS

*COMPUTOREDGE MAGAZINE*
California State Government
www.ca.gov
City of San Diego
www.sandiego.gov

San Diego’s Free Weekly
Computer and Internet Magazine

Coast to Coast Design
Affordable High Quality Web Design,
Print, E-Commerce, Shopping Carts,
Animation—619-255-1986
www.coast2coastdesign.com
SonicSpider LLC
www.esonicspider.com

*www.computoredge.com*
County of San Diego
www.sdcounty.ca.gov

SHOPPING
EShoppingMatrix.com
www.EShoppingMatrix.com

Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov

TRAFFIC

INTERNET SAFETY

Caltrans
www.dot.ca.gov

WEB HOSTING
Host45 $5 RAID Redundant Domain Hosting
www.host45.com
Register Your Domains
www.RegisterYourDomains.biz/
The Webs We Host: More Space/BW Hosting
www.thewebswehost.com

WEB DEVELOPERS
The CyberTipline
www.cybertipline.com

AAI - Top Quality! Get More Pay Less!
www.VisualArtsGroup.net

Windows or Linux Web Hosting: $2.95 /mo.
www.UniqueLinks.net

FREE Online Subscriptions
to ComputorEdge
ComputorEdge is offering an e-mail subscription to
ComputorEdge Online. The subscription consists of an e-mail
reminder with a summary of the new issue and each of the
columns and articles. It includes a complete Table of Contents,
with direct links to each of the articles (including a synopsis),
plus links to all the advertising carried on the site.
The purpose of this service is to offer you a convenient way to
review each issue without going out in the rain or burning additional expensive gas.
(The ComputorEdge e-mail list is kept strictly confidential and will not be sold or distributed in any manner.)

To sign up, go to www.computoredge.com and click on the link for Online Subscriptions.
Or, waste money on postage by completing the form below and mailing it to:
ComputorEdge Online Subscriptions. P.O. Box 83086, San Diego, CA 92138
E-mail Address_________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Country (optional)___________________________________________________________________________
Would you like to receive your weekly ComputorEdge summary in ❏ HTML Format or ❏ Plain Text?
Would you like to receive e-mail from ComputorEdge about specials offered by our advertisers? ❏ Yes ❏ No
COMPUTOREDGE
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User Groups
ComputorEdge provides the computer users of San Diego with this User Group list as a public service.
Groups are listed by name, meeting location by city, and a contact for more information.
APPLE/MAC

Networking, cont.

Chula Vista Apple/Mac UG ________Chula Vista_____________________619-579-9649
Oceanside Macintosh UG (OMUG) __Oceanside _____________________www.omug.net
San Diego Macintosh UG _________San Diego____________________www.sdmug.org
SDMUG North County SIG ________Escondido _____________________760-745-4008

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Business Vision & SBT Users ______Carlsbad _______barb@maverick-management.com
MAS 90/200 North County Users ___Del Mar _______________bill.obrien@barsaco.com
MAS 90/MAS 200 San Diego Users _San Diego __________________ronh@dsdinc.com
Platinum for Windows Users ______San Diego _____________bill.obrien@barsaco.com

CAD
AutoCAD UG
of Chula Vista South Bay ________Chula Vista _________________www.caddigest.net
AutoCAD UG of North County ______Escondido__________________www.caddigest.net
AutoCAD UG of San Diego ________San Diego _______________derek.renn@kelar.com
Pacific Automation SolidWorks UG__San Diego __________www.pacificautomation.com
PADS UG ______________________Sorrento Valley__________Tom@PCBLibraries.com
Pro/E User Group of San Diego ____San Diego __________________www.prodiego.org
Revit User Group of San Diego _____Sorrento Valley _______________rugsd@kelar.com
San Diego SolidWorks UG ________San Diego _____www.triaxialdesign.com/usergroup
San Diego SURFCAM UG _________San Diego _____________________858-271-5400

DTP/GRAPHICS
Adobe Photoshop UG ____________San Diego
CORELDraw UG of San Diego ______San Diego
North County Photoshop UG_______Oceanside
San Diego Macromedia UG ________San Diego

_______http://www.fyiftr.com/photoshop
_____________________619-749-4040
_______________ddean@miracosta.edu
_________________www.sdmmug.com

IBM OR COMPATIBLE
Application Systems Group (ASG) for
IBM Midrange Systems _________San Diego ___________________www.asg400.org
Fallbrook PC User Group__________Fallbrook ______________________www.fpcug.net
Hidden Meadows Computer Club ___Escondido _____________________760-749-3999
IBM and Clones UG______________North Park _____________________760-789-1942
IBM & Cisco UG ________________San Diego _____________________858-232-9763
Ramona Computer Club __________Ramona________________http://tinyurl.com/5peht
Rancho Bernardo Community
Computer Club________________Rancho Bernardo ________________858-487-1711
San Diego Computer Society ______San Diego _____________________www.sdcs.org
San Diego PC UG _______________San Diego ___________________http://sdpcug.org
Seniors Computer Group _________San Diego ___________http://home.san.rr.com/scg
South Bay Computer Club_________Chula Vista _____________ http://tinyurl.com/2zg5r
South East San Diego CUG ________Spring Valley ___________________619-461-1215
Temecula Valley Computer UG _____Temecula _________http://member.apcug.org/tvcug
Tri-City Computer Club ___________Oceanside _________www.tricitycomputerclub.com
Under the Computer
Hood UG (UCHUG) ____________San Diego ____________________www.uchug.org

INTERNET
ASP Developers’ SIG_____________San Diego_______http://asp.sig.webpublishing.com
PHP User Group ________________San Diego ____________________www.sdphp.net
San Diego Association
of Internet Professionals ________San Diego______________http://sd.association.org
San Diego ColdFusion UG _________San Diego ____________________www.sdcfug.org
WebSanDiego.org _______________San Diego ______________http://WebSanDiego.org

LINUX/UNIX
Kernel Panic Linux UG ___________Linda Vista _______________www.kernel-panic.org
LinuxBaja (Spanish) _____________Tijuana, BC _________________http://linuxbaja.org
North Coast Linux UG ____________Encinitas ______________www.NorthCoastLUG.org
San Diego BSD UG ______________San Diego ____________________www.sdbug.org
San Diego Linux UG _____________San Diego ___________________www.SDLUG.org
San Diego Open Source Software UG _San Diego ____________________www.sdoss.org

NETWORKING
Network Professional Assoc. (NPA) _varies ________________________www.sdnpa.org
San Diego Network Users Assoc. ___San Diego ____________________www.sdnua.org
San Diego Small Bus. Server (SBS) _San Diego _______________www.sandiegosbs.org

San Diego Storage
Networking UG (SNUG) _________San Diego __________www.storagenetworking.org
San Diego Windows 2003 UG______San Diego __________________www.sdw2003.org
San Diego Wireless UG (SDWUG) __San Diego ____________________www.sdwug.org
Windows Networking
Solutions UG (WINSUG) ________San Marcos __________________www.winsug.org

SOFTWARE
Access User Group of San Diego ___Mission Valley _________________www.augsd.org
ACT! Online Users Group _________San Diego __________________www.alighten.com
Forth Interest Group _____________San Diego _____________________858-270-8766
FoxPro Developers Network of SD __San Diego __________________www.foxdevsd.org
FrameMaker UG ________________San Diego/San Marcos____jimd@tecstandards.com
Photoshop UG__________________San Diego__________www.sdphotoshopusers.com
North County Photoshop UG_______Oceanside _____________________760-436-9921
San Diego Delphi UG_____________San Diego ______________www.sddug.slctnet.com
San Diego FileMaker Pro User Group San Diego ___________http://sandiego.fmpug.com
San Diego .NET Developers Group __San Diego ________________http://sddotnetdg.org
San Diego .NET User Group _______San Diego ___________www.SanDiegoDotNet.com
San Diego Oracle UG (SDOUG)_____Sorrento Mesa_________________www.sdoug.org
San Diego Outlook UG ___________San Diego _______sdoutlookug@yahoogroups.com
San Diego Outlook UG (sdoutlookug) San Diego _http://groups.yahoo.com/group/sdoutlookug
San Diego Perl Mongers __________Mira Mesa ______________http://SanDiego.pm.org
San Diego SAS UG (SANDS)_______varies ______________________kirklafler@cs.com
San Diego SQL Server User Group __San Diego ___________________www.sdsqlug.org
VectorVest UG (Stockheads) _______San Diego _______________www.stockheads.com
Windows User Network___________San Diego ______www.members.tripod.com/wunsd

SPECIAL INTEREST
Association for Computing
Machinery, San Diego Chapter____San Diego ____________________www.sdacm.org
Association of Information
Technology Professionals _______San Diego __________http://www.sandiego.aitp.org
APC Tech Group ________________Internet/Sorrento Vly _____www.apctechgroup.com
Biotech User Group______________San Diego______________www.biotechforums.org
Computer Genealogy Society of SD _San Diego ____________________www.cgssd.org
Cyber Seniors __________________Vista _____________________hsalisbury@cox.net
Database Interest Group (DIG) _____San Diego _______http://dig.sig.webpublishing.com
Defcon San Diego ______________San Diego_____________www.defconsandiego.org
Ebay User Group ________________619-866-0936 ____apcmarketinggroup@yahoo.com
E-Commerce SIG________________San Diego ______________craigklein@onebox.com
Investor SIG ___________________San Diego _________________capitalman@cox.net
Information Technology Service
Management Forum (ITSMF)_____San Diego _____________________619-817-3649
MAS90 & MAS 200 San Diego Users _San Diego __________________ronh@dsdinc.com
Mutual Fund Group ______________Tierrasanta _____________________858-277-1185
Nanotechnology Group ___________Global___________________www.nanoforums.org
North County Videomakers Club ____Escondido __________________www.ncvideo.com
The OnLine Times _______________Global ________________www.theonlinetimes.com
Property Management Systems UG _San Diego ________www.pmsoftwaresolutions.com
Repetitive Strain Injury Wellness ___San Diego _______www.A1Productivity.com/rsi.htm
San Diego Compiere User Group ___San Diego __________PracticeDirector@oserp.com
San Diego Computer Using
Educators (SDCUE) ____________San Diego ____________________www.sdcue.org
San Diego IT Certification
Study Group__________________San Diego__groupfoursd-owner@yahoogroups.com
San Diego Java UG (JUG) _________San Diego ____________________www.sdjug.com
San Diego OS/2 UG______________San Diego _____http://home.san.rr.com/cq/sdos2ug
San Diego Palm UG______________San Diego ___________________www.sdpug.com
San Diego Podcasters ____________San Diego ______________www.sdpodcasters.com
San Diego Python UG ____________San Diego ___________________www.sandpyt.org
San Diego Remedy UG ___________San Diego ________________http://www.sdrug.org
SimFlite–Flight Simulation Group ___San Diego ______________http://www.simflite.com
Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers (SHPE) _____________Varies __________________http://www.shpesd.org
Southern California NanoTechnology
Business User Group __________San Diego________________www.nanoforums.org
T.A.P.-T.E.N. Research ____________San Diego/Int’l __http://groups.yahoo.com/group/tapten
Techniquelle ___________________San Diego _______________www.techniquelle.com
User Interface Design SIG_________San Diego___________sean.vantyne@mitchell.com
Women in Technology International _San Diego _www.witi.org/center/regionalchapter/sandiego

Please help us maintain this list by sending updates to usergroups@computoredge.com or fax changes to 858-573-0177.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements
COMPUTER TECH UNION - A group of
computer techs would like to start a
computer tech union. So far about 10 of us.
We have been meeting at Dave and Busters
on the 3rd Thursday of every month. This
has been great for networking and meeting
other people in the business. If you can do
something that no one else is doing you
may even get alot of business from it. Come
and check it out. Bring a friend. More
details at www.ctunion.com.
DONATE YOUR car, boat, RV, motorcycle,
heavy equipment or . . . We handle all DMV
paperwork and free towing. Tax receipt
provided. Call 619-370-4000, e-mail
weareone@silent-tears.org or visit
www.SilentTears.us.
LOCAL NONPROFIT promoting youth
volunteerism, community service, and
leadership development needs PC’s and/or
Macs. Tax deductible - and support a great
cause, e-mail peter@kidskorps.org.
MEET THE “REAL” DIGITAL DAVE! Enter our
contest to meet long-time ComputorEdge
contributor and author Digital Dave. Tell us
in 100 words or less why he is the “real deal”
to you and how you have benefitted from his
advice over the years. To enter, go to the San
Diego section of ComputorEdge Online at
www.computoredge,com, select the current
Digital Dave column, and click on the Meet
Digital Dave Contest banner.

Computer Furniture
CUBICLES, SAVE money. Pre-owned,
refurbished and new. Best service in town.
Complete line of office furniture and
accessories. Free space planning. Call

Classifieds Now Accepted Online!
Visit our Web site at
www.computoredge.com/sandiego
Click on “Advertising”

Advertising Policy: The purpose of the classified advertising section of ComputorEdge is to provide

Categories:

Deadline: Friday prior to publication, 4:30 p.m. for free private party ads.
Monday prior to publication, 12:00 noon for paid ads. (Excluding Holidays.)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

a forum for communication within the computer market of the San Diego area. The publishers of ComputorEdge
make no claims or warranties for the products or services advertised in ComputorEdge. It is the responsibility
of the individual to verify the authenticity of any product or service prior to purchase. ComputorEdge will not
knowingly publish any advertising which encourages the copying and illegal sale or distribution of copyrighted
software. It is the responsibility of all buyers and sellers to comply with any licensing agreements in force. The
publishers reserve the right to reject or cancel any ad which does not conform to the standards of the publication.
Instructions: Type or print your ad legibly. Anything separated by a space is considered a word. Legitimate
hyphenated words are considered one word. Indicate on your ad the classified category under which you would like
your ad placed. A phone number must accompany the ad. All classified ads are payable in advance of publication by
check, money order, or credit card. All classified submissions, changes and cancellations must be
received prior to the deadline. Classified advertisements will not be accepted over the phone. Please enclose ad
with payment, if applicable, and any special instructions in an envelope and mail to: ComputorEdge Magazine, P.O.
Box 83086, Attn: Classified Dept., San Diego, CA 92138. To submit your ad online, visit www.computoredge.com/
sandiego. Click on Advertising. For more information, please call 858-573-0315.
Business Ads: Minimum charge – $30.00 for 25 words or less, 50 cents per additional word. To run
your ad in more than one classified section or in more than one issue, multiply cost accordingly (total cost
would equal Ad Cost x Number of Sections x Number of Issues). Discounts for multiple paid ads are as follows:
6 ads – $27.50 each, 9 ads – $26.25 each, 12 ads or more – $25.00 each. Multiple ads must run consecutively.
Free Ads: Private parties may qualify for ONE free classified ad every five weeks, 25 words or less. Each
additional word, 5O cents. Free ads may NOT be used to sell new equipment. Only Categories marked
with a filled-in box qualify for private party ads. Personal ads will be printed on a space available basis when
judged not to be of a commercial nature. There is no responsibility on the part of ComputorEdge to notify parties who
fail to comply with the “free ad” policy. Any questions regarding eligibility for free ads should be addressed, in writing,
to the ComputorEdge Classifieds Department. One submission per month free. Each additional ad is $30.00 for 25
words and 5O cents per additional word.

CUBICLES OFFICE ENVIRONMENTS at
760-560-5800 or visit www.sandiego
cubicles.com.

Modems
INTERNET Via Satellite. Fast two-way
always on link. Commercial, residential,
USA or Baja. Network 10 PCs. $250 +
install. Visit www.satbaja.com or call 619428-8224.

Services

visit www.dataguys.net. References available. The personalized service you expect!
HOME2OFFICE COMPUTING SOLUTIONS,
INC. - BBB Member, Custom IT Solutions
for San Diego businesses since 1994,
tailored to organizations of 15–100 workstations and/or multiple servers. Free business consultation. Guaranteed satisfaction.
Call 800-800-9H2O, 858-576-1426, or
visit www.home2office.com.

Miscellaneous Hardware

DATA GUYS computer repair, small biz and
corporate tech support. Call us today for a
free onsite consultation at 619-606-6406 or

ATI RADEON x700 PCI Express 256MB
GDDR3 video card, great for gaming, must
sell $120/obo, call 619-460-5419 or e-mail
Chadmuska82@hotmail.com.
HEWLETT-PACKARD SCANJET 2300c
USB 2.0 and software, excellent condition
$20. Iomega ZIP 100 drive (parallel) $15.
Epson 880 inkjet USB 1.1 for $15, call 858538-4336.

Accounting
Announcements
Business Opportunities
CAD
Computer Consultants
Computer Furniture
Computer Parts
Desktop Publishing
Disk Drives
Handicapped/Special Ed
Instruction
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Hardware
Modems
Multi-Users
Networking
New Computers
Plotters
Printers
Publications
Rentals
Repair
Services
Software
Supplies
Swaps & Trades
Used Computers
Video Displays
Wanted To Buy

WIRELESS ROUTER 802.11G with firewall,
detachable antenna $55. Wireless USB
adapter $35, network card, 50ft CAT cable
$30, more. Visit http://acdk.tripod.com/ or
call 858-273-2290.

Instruction
COMPUTER TUTOR-EXTRAORDINAIRE,
home/office, one-on-one. Windows 95/98/
XP, Microsoft Office, QuickBooks, Photoshop, AOL, Internet, eBay and more. Computer setup/repairs. More than reasonable.
Call 619-284-7479.

Printers
HEWLETT-PACKARD LASERJET 8100N
$600/obo, Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 3100
fax/scanner/copier/printer $350/obo. Both
in great working condition and ready to go.
Great Deal! Derrick 858-967-2002.

Check Out Our
Advertisers Online!
Look up ComputorEdge Advertisers by business name,
product or service, and check out the links to their Web sites.

Visit the ComputorEdge Web Site at:

www.computoredge.com
COMPUTOREDGE
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Used Computers
DELL LATITUDE L400 700MHz, 256MB
RAM, DVD, floppy, 12.1-inch, 2 AC,
Windows XP, Office 2003, Microsoft
Windows 2005, extras $650/obo, Rafael
619-241-9424.
LAPTOP: DELL 9100 PT 4 3.2GHz, 1GB
RAM, 256MB graft card, 60GB 7200rpm,
UXGA display, 8X CD and DVD burner, Pro
Windows and Office, have extras vary high
end, price it then call 619-316-1037.
LAPTOP: PENTIUM III, 10GB HD, DVDROM, 256MB RAM, Windows XP Professional, needs battery, but works fine
$200, Lavan 619-632-3464 or e-mail
quickkickass@yahoo.com.

Sudoku

POWER MAC 8600/300MHz, 416MB RAM,
10GB HD, loaded with OS 9.1, mouse, great
condition $65, call 619-204-8091.

Voice Over IP
WE DO IT with VoIP - Computer Networks
and VoIP phone systems from 10–250
desktops. Shoretel, CISCO, VoIP, Microsoft
SBS Servers. 760-918-0150 or www
.lantelligence.com.

Video Displays
24-INCH SONY GDM-FW900 widescreen
pure flat Trinitron monitor, 0.23-0.27mm
AGP 2304x1440 @80HZ max resolution,
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GOOD CONDITION, Apple PowerMac RAM
1GB Processor PowerPC Dual G5 HD 160
GB Processor 2 GHz Mac OS 10, call 619203-8527.

beginning on page 45

5

3

CANON 4.0 megapixels, digital camera with
everything including all the extras, call 619476-3527.

Directory of Services

7 5
6

Wanted to Buy

For assistance look through our

www.computoredge.com

8

MAG 17-INCH flat CRT monitor, white
$50. Also Epson Scan 2000 Inkjet printer/
scanner/copier combo $50, Jim 619851-8633 or e-mail myfordisachevy@
yahoo.com.

Need Help
With Your Computer?

Level: Semi-Tough

Solve Sudoku by including every digit from 1 to 9
in each row, each column, and each 3-by-3 square.
For the solution to this week’s Sudoku go to:

4

5-port USB hub (1-in, 4-outs) $345, call
619-229-1023.

Tell them you saw it in

!

COMPUTOREDGE is dedicated to bringing you quality computer information at no charge. In order to do
this, we depend on revenues from our advertisers. We encourage you to take a look at what they have
to offer in products and services.
If you decide you like what you see, we would appreciate it if you would let them know that you saw
their ad in COMPUTOREDGE . This way, they know their advertising dollars are well spent and will continue
to support this free publication.
We intend for COMPUTOREDGE to benefit everyone in the San Diego computer community, beginning with
you, the reader. If you like it, please spread the word.

– San Diego’s Computer & Internet Magazine
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The Chaos of Choice
By Douglas E. Welch

W

hen you are starting a new project or pitching a new
client, do you ever feel overwhelmed by the choices available? I know it can’t be just me, so, at the risk of
surrendering my computer consultant badge for all time, I
am going to make some very personal confessions.
Lately, I have found it horribly confusing to decide
which hardware, which software, which server, which
printer to recommend to all my varying clients. At times,
it seems to absorb much more time than I think it should.
Still, projects seem to turn out for the best, even if my initial thoughts are a bit confused.

Choice Above All Else
For Americans, choice is considered a fundamental
right. Not only do we deserve the right to choose, but we
also deserve the largest number of choices possible. If I
want a vanilla ice cream cone made with chocolate ice
cream, I should be able to get it. While that is a ludicrous
example, there is a grain of truth within. In today’s hightech market, consumers are often given choices that, in
the end, really don’t make a lot of sense. Still, for most
people, it is the quantity of choices, not the quality, that
makes them happiest.
Of course, such a bounty of choices leaves me flummoxed sometimes. Not only do you have to make the big
choices—Mac vs. PC, Windows vs. Linux—you also
have to make the smaller choices—120GB hard disk or
360GB, 1GB of RAM or 512MB, the blue one or the
pink one. The choices provided are almost that preposterous at times. Still, we all have to make a decision eventually, so even though you might have misgivings and wonder if you have made the right choice, you do have to
make a decision.
There are ways, though, to help you make better decisions from the choices you have.
From the Outside, In
So, how do you start weeding out the choices for your
project? First, you have to have as much information as
possible from your client. What type of work do they do?
How many people do they have? How much data do they
store? All the usual questions, and more. Dig a little deeper. Do they have a preferred vendor? Do they have a preferred manufacturer? Do they want it to be red, blue, or
pink? Sometimes, clients have had dealings with vendors
COMPUTOREDGE

and manufacturers that have left them cold. You don’t
necessarily want to recommend a vendor, only to bring
up bad memories.
Once you have learned all you can from your client,
turn to your collection of high-tech peers and get their
input. It is rare that I make any major recommendation or
purchase for a client until I run it by my friend and colleague, Sam. Sam is not only a high-tech expert, he also
has something I am sorely lacking: experience in sales.
Whenever I find myself overwhelmed by the “chaos of
choice,” a quick e-mail, IM, or phone call can usually get
me back on track. Where I might have to create a small
spreadsheet to compare features and prices, he can quickly rule out entire product lines with his insight.
If you don’t have an advisory board of peers that you
can turn to at a moment’s notice, start building one today.
You will find that, while someone else may be an advisor
to you on one particular issue, you can often provide the
same services for him or her on some other topic. This
isn’t a one-way street. Everyone benefits.
Hopefully, your advisory board will pare down the
choices to a more manageable level. Then you can turn to
various online resources, like review Web sites and user
forums to get more insight into your now more-limited
choices. For me, it makes little sense to start doing Google
searches or looking at vendor Web sites until I have a more
manageable list of choices. Without a smaller area of focus,
online tools just lead me deeper into the chaos.
If you find yourself a bit confused when trying to specify equipment and software, you aren’t alone. Everyone,
from the newly minted IT staffer to the grizzled tech consultant, can find themselves mired in the chaos of choice.
The best way to resolve this confusion, though, is to work
from the outside in, hacking the choices down to a manageable size, and then whittling those possibilities down
to a perfect match for you
and your client.
❏
Check Out
Questions and comments
for Douglas Welch can be
e-mailed to career@welch
write.com. Career Opportunities is now available as
an MP3 Audio Podcast.
Listen on your computer,
iPod, or other MP3 music
player. Visit http://welch
write.com/career for more
information.
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Our Advertisers
Online
On the ComputorEdge Web Site at:

www.computoredge.com
Look up ComputorEdge
Advertisers by business name,
product or service, and check
out the links to their Web sites.
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Books
That Technical Bookstore
Computer Groups
San Diego Computer Society
Computer Mouse
Datel
Computer Sales & Service
AMC Computers
Chips and Memory.Com
PC Club
Data Recovery
ADS Data Recovery Experts
CBL Data Recovery Technologies
HDO Data Recovery Service
SDCom.com/1USRecovery.com
Disk Duplication
Affordable Duplication Services
IBM & Compatible Products
Best Buy Computer Sources
Best Deal Computer

COMP1
Computer Depot Warehouse Superstore
CTP Computer
Datel
Micro PC Outlet
Microtron
PC Club
Priority Computer & Networking
Startech Computers
Technology Depot

Online Computer Sales
Computer Geeks Discount Outlet
PC Club

IBM & Compatible Software
Graduate, Ltd./Gradware

Repairs
AMC Computers
Hi-Tech Computers
PC Club
Wombo, Inc.

Internet Services
American Internet Services
Castle Access
Complex Drive
Gigakom
NetHere Inc.
Time Warner Cable
Mailing Services
Allstates Mailing Services

Portable Computers
Laptops Plus
Printer Repair
San Diego Computers

Toner Recharging
ECO Imaging
LaserQuick
Toners & Inks USA
Video Accessories
Mega Comm Technologies
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES
Cabling
Quackenbush Communications
Voice and Data Network Cabling
Audio/Video/ CCTV Cabling
858-395-1007—www.QBNS.com

Computer Parts/Equipment
Computer Parts Heaven
From PI-P4, Motherboards, RAM, Monitors,
Some Laptops, and More. Pick and Choose
For a Great Price—Call 619-804-9071

Computer Services
A+ Computer Service
Affordable/Reliable Computer Repair
Is Your Internet Getting Slow?
Call 619-540-9588 / Senior Discount
Bridges Technical Solutions
San Diego’s Premier Mobile Repair Team
Same-Day Service—$42 Most Jobs
619-608-9813
Computer Circulation Center
Buy, Sell, Trade, Laptops, PCs, Repairs,
Upgrades, Virus and Spyware Removal.
24-48 Hours Turnaround—858-573-0411
Computer Remedies Mobile PC Repair
Remote Control PC Repair—Starting at $49
Member of BBB—Hourly Rates Available
619-865-3977—www.Go2Support.com
Geek Mercenaries For Hire
Troubleshooting, Upgrades, Virii, Custom
Work, Networks. Nerds for Housecalls 24/7.
619-471-7787 hire@geekmercs.com
GizmoTek Consulting
PC/Network Services for Sm Biz/Home.
Install, Upgrade, Fix. Onsite Service.
Paul 619-216-2580

McBride PC Services
Troubleshooting, Virus/Malware Repair
Home/Small Office Networking, 7 Days
www.harrydmcbride.com—619-420-9242
Supertek Computer Service
Sales, Service, Upgrades and Networks
Installation, Setup, Friendly Service
800-633-9499—www.supertek.net

Consulting
ComputerSanDiego.com
Computer and Network Home/Business Needs.
Servers, PC’s, POS Stations, WAN/LAN,
Wireless VPN’s. We Come to You. Expert
and Professional—Call 619-318-9570
Home2Office, Inc.
2003 San Diego Better Business Bureau
Torch Award Winner! Free Network Needs
Analysis (Companies 15-100 Workstations)
Microsoft/CITRIX, Cisco, Apple Certified!
Expert Troubleshooting, Security, VPN,
Spam Solutions. WAN/LAN/Wi-Fi
858-576-1426 or 800-800-9H2O
www.home2office.com

Data Recovery
0A. Falcon Data Recovery
Best Prices, Service and Results.
All O/S and Media. RAID Specialists.
Free Evaluations/Local Pick-Up and Del.
Visit Us @ www.24hrdatarecovery.com
619-696-1370 or Toll Free 888-744-8808
1 A Advanced Data Solutions
A Recognized Worldwide Trusted Leader
Recomended by Major Corporations
San Diego’s #1 Data Recovery Experts
1. Over 20 Years Hands-On Experience

2. Free Evaluations, No Data - No Charge
3. Professionally Trained and Certified
4. Cutting Edge High Tech. Skills/Equip
5. All Failures, Media, and OS Supported
6. RAIDS/Network Servers/NAS/Workstation
7. Certified Class 100 Clean-Room
8. All Work Done In-House, No Middle Man
9. Best Price/Results, Fastest Turnaround
10. Accurate, Friendly, Confidential, Svc
11. Gov, Corp., Co., School PO’s Accepted
12. Aqui Hablamos Su Idioma
13. 24Hr Emergency Svc. Pick-Up/Delivery
www.adv-data.com 24Hrs/7 day 619-336-1400
1 AAA - San Diego Computers.com
SD’s #1 Largest Data Recovery Center
Emergency Mobile Data Recovery/Cleanroom
BBB Member-Insured and License #E81142
Hard Drives, Floppies, Tape, Flash Memory
www.SanDiegoComputers.com
Call 619-977-7340—858-523-1633
1US Recovery/SDCom.com
Professional Data Recovery Services
On All Operating Systems and Media.
Free Diagnostic. See Our Ad. Toll Free
1-US-Recovery—www.1usrecovery.com
CBL Data Recovery Technologies, Inc.
Manager Doug Owens
San Diego 619-449-1200
www.cbltech.com—1-800-551-3917
Clear Computer Data Recovery
North County’s Professional Solution
All Media, Fast Turnaround. Free
Diagnostic. Clearly the Best—760-402-5411
HDO Data Recovery Service
Competent, Professional Care Since 1987
Hard Disks, Floppy, Jazz, Zip, Syquest, Etc.
Free Diagnostic, See Ad—858-455-0277
(continued on page 46)

HARDDRIVE CRASH?
DATA RECOVERY EXPERTS
Network Servers, NT, Novell, UNIX,
Linux, Windows, Mac, DOS, OS/2,
Beos, ZIP, JAZ, RAIDs, Optical,
CDs, Syquest, etc…

619.336.1400
24 Hours / 7 Days

A
Better
Business
Bureau®
Program

www.adv-data.com
ADVANCED DATA SOLUTIONS, LLC

FREE
EVALUATION
NO DATA . NO CHARGE
HIGH SUCCESS RATES
BEST PRICES

20 Years

Hands-On
Experience

Fast, Accurate, Confidential

TM
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DIRECTORY
(continued from page 45)

For information, contact Grace at 858-573-0315. Directory rates are as follows: 1 listing 1 week $30, 6 weeks
$27.50 each, 9 weeks $26.25 each, and 12 weeks $25 each. One listing consists of four lines of up to 38 characters
each. (First line is company name only.) Additional lines may be purchased at $10 each. The Directory of Services
deadline is at 4:30 p.m. on the Friday before the publication date. Directory submissions now accepted online!
Visit www.computoredge.com/sandiego. Click on advertising.

Disk Duplication

Networking

Affordable Duplication Service
Highest Quality CD/DVD Duplication
Full-Color Direct-to-Disc Printing
Custom Media, Jewel Cases, Inserts,
Booklets, Fast Turnaround—Satisfaction
Guaranteed. CD/DVD Duplicators for Sale
or Rental. Please See Our Display Ad and
Web Site. www.affordable-duplication.com
619-462-0702
Golden Gate Software
CD Duplication — No Minimum
Low Prices — Quality Service
www.ggsft.com—858-274-5938

Electronic Disposal Group
Dispose of Your Old Monitors, Computers,
Laser Printers and TV’s. Mention ad for
Free Pick-Up/Drop Off—Call 858-271-1616

Macsimizers
On-Site Service for Home and Small
Office Needs. Serving SD County Since
1988. Richard Parcel—619-465-6499
Mad Mac’s
Used Sales, Repairs
www.madcomputing.com
858-454-8535

North County Technology Group
San Diego County’s First Certified
Microsoft Small Business Specialist
www.nctg.com—760-734-4315
SmallOffice Networking of North County
Networking, VPN, Access Development
Up Front Pricing - No Per Hour Fees
NorthCountyNetworking.com 760-533-9678

Programming

Disposal and Recycling

Macintosh Specialist

JNet Services
Network Services for SMBs
Microsoft Certified
Windows 2000/2003, SBS 2000/2003
760-271-6528—www.jnetservices.com

Golden Gate Software
Quality Work Using MS Technologies
VB.NET, Access DB, ASP.NET, SQL Server
CD Duplication. ggsft.com—858-274-5938

Repair
AAA Emergency PC Repair
Off Hours/Weekends/Holidays Immediate Svc
Temp or Perm Repairs On-Site/In Shop.
Pickup/Delivery Available—619-889-9674
AAA OneStop PC-Laptop Services
$49.95 Flat Rate
Repair and Upgrade Any PC or Mac.
Fast Turnaround. Free Diagnostic.
Lowest Price in Town! Call 858-751-5665
Chips and Memory
PC Repair and Upgrade
$25 Diagnostics
858-279-2447

LaserQuick
Free Phone Estimates/1 Day Repair Service
Low-Cost Flat-Rate Labor (Free Cleaning)
619-441-5020—Toll Free 877-354-2045
MPCR (Mobile Portable Computer Repair)
On-Site Notebook/Desktop Computer Repair
A+, Toshiba, Compaq Certified Technician
760-434-8899 or www.mobilepcr.com
R & J Computer Repair
Free Diagnostics/Same Day Service
PC’s, Laptops, Printers, On-site Mobile,
Projector Rentals—619-303-7637

Web Developers
AAA OneStop Multimedia Solution
DVD/CD Duplication, Web Design/Hosting
E-commerce/All Event Videography/Editing
Lowest Price Guaranteed. Free Estimate
Call 858-751-5665
AAI Web Graphics & E-Commerce Solutions
Our Prices and Completion Time Will Amaze
You! Top Quality Guaranteed. Free Consult
760-438-3030 www.VisualArtsGroup.net
Coast to Coast Design
Affordable High Quality Web Design/Print
E-Commerce, Shopping Carts, Flash
619-255-1986—www.coast2coastdesign.com
SonicSpider LLC
Web Business Solutions/E-commerce
Web Development and Hosting
www.esonicspider.com—760-631-3085

up to

80% off Software

Meet the “real”

Digital Dave!

Enter our contest to meet long-time ComputorEdge contributor
and author Digital Dave.
7905-B Engineer Road
San Diego, CA 92111
858-569-5995 • Fax 858-569-0359

www.GRADWARE.com
Students, Faculty, &
Staff Only

Clairemont Mesa Blvd.

Convoy St.

Engineer Rd.

805

163

Balboa Ave

See Web Site for
Details
Current US Academic
ID Required

gradware
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Tell us in 100 words or less why he is the “real deal” to you and
how you have benefitted from his advice over the years.
To submit your entry, go to the San Diego section of
ComputorEdge Online at www.computoredge.com, select the
current Digital Dave column, and click on the Meet Digital Dave
Contest banner.
www.computoredge.com
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